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T I M E L I N E



Milestone 1:
The first idea was about studying & understanding the 
conversation between the LGBT community & problems 
they face during their youth.

FAIL on Stage 1 - Lack of Information and awareness.

Milestone 2:
The second  idea we thought was for depressed 
people who face problems communicating with other 
people.

FAIL on AEIOU Stage- We couldn’t find appropriate 
user or environment to observe them.

Milestone 3:
Communication with the trees and plants to 
understand their emotions and feelings. 

FAIL while Speed Dating: People couldn’t 
understand how the communication will happen, as 
the method was not strong.

Milestone 4:
Designing a conversation to help people suffering from  
Sleep issue/ disorder. We thought of having a 
conversation between a smart  pillow and user to solve 
the problem. 
FAIL on Speed Dating Stage: People had a lot of 
negative feedback regarding radiation coming from the 
pillow and they don’t wanna talk to it etc. One positive 
feedback we got was that a lot of people had this issue.

SHORT SUC



Milestone 5:
AEIOU for Insomnia probelm and on basis of that designed 
a wearable accessory that can detect your activities 
throughout the day and warn you to make you sleep better 
in the night.
FAIL as a lot of people found it creepy but 10% people 
appreciated the solution.

Milestone 6:
More research on AEIOU and we designed an 
interactive space that can change your surroundings 
according to your comfort zone and make you sleep 
better. 
S HORT S UCCESS as people found it intersting 
while speed dating, but couldn’t understand the 
interaction clearly.

Milestone 7:
We made 5 story boards according to every different 
type of user and their spaces.

SUCCESS : People found it very interesting while 
speed dating they had a few worries related to how 
will they communicate with it etc.

Milestone 8:
We did the AEIOU all over again and designed a new 
story board on the basis of the feedback we got after 
speed dating.
SUCCESS : We got a lot of positive feedback 
regarding the solution. People really liked the idea of 
mixing old school way of writing with a futuristic AI 
Technology.  

SUCCESS

SHORT
SUCCESS

SHORT
SUCCESS

SHORT
SUCCESS



A E I O U

Ready to sleep: 
Lying or 
leaning on the 
bed 

Night/Bedroom/
Cozy/Alone/
Lights on/Quiet

Turn off laptop or TV/Use phone: social network/
Read books/Listen to music/Set alarm clock/Make 
schedule for the next day

Bed/Pillow/Quilt/Phone/books/
kindle/Lamp

Our potential user is someone who has sleep 
disorders/issues and is unable to fall asleep by 
itself. These people were mostly people who are 
sleeping alone While analysing our user and 
taking interviews, we found out the following: 
  
• They keep thinking before falling asleep. 
• They are on their phones and laptops till very 

late in the night, so it’s difficult for them to fall 
asleep quickly. 

• They can’t understand the problem why they 
can’t fall asleep 

• Some people who can easily fall asleep don’t 
really need the pillow to sleep but to record 
their sleeping pattern. 

• Most of these people come back from work late 
and then they cook for themselves, following 
which they work on their PCs again and after 
that they go to bed, so the stress level is very 
high, that is the reason they are not able to 
sleep quickly 

• Some of them have very light sleep. Hence they 
wake by by very less amount of sound as well, 
which doesn’t allow them to sleep for long 
hours.

Start 
conversation 
with “Illu”

Night/Bedroom/
Cozy/Alone/

Lights on/Quiet 

Open the diary/Say hi to Illu by writing (e.g. Hi Illu) 
on the diary/ Illu responds to the user by 
displaying writing on the paper.(e.g. Hi Zoe) Diary/Pen/Bed/Pillow/Quilt/Illu

Chatting with 
Illu

User writes down anything/Illu chats with the user 
according to the content 

Create 
sleeping 
environment

Night/Bedroom/
Cozy/Alone/3D 

environment that 
the user 

requires/sounds 
of the 

environment/
smell 

User tells Illu what kind of environment she/he 
wants to sleep in by writing/Illu creates the 
environment( view, sounds, light, smell) /Illu asks 
whether the user likes it on the dairy/ Illu adjusts 
the environment according to what the user says/
Illu ends the conversation by writing down 
goodnight

Diary/Pen/Bed/Pillow/Quilt/Illu/view 
creator/sounds player/smell creator

Trying to fall 
asleep: Eyes 
closed but still 
awake

Immerse in the environment/Listen to the sound Bed/Pillow/Quilt/Illu/view creator/
sounds player/smell creator

Sleeping

Night/Bedroom/
Cozy/Alone 

Illu detects the user has fallen asleep/Illu turns off 
automatically

Bed/Pillow/Quilt/Sleep state 
Detector

Woke in the 
middle of the 
night (fall 
asleep again)

Illu detects the user’s movement and measure the 
awareness of the user/The user just needs to go to 
the toilet or drink some water and falls asleep 
immediately/Illu will not turn on itself

Bed/Pillow/Quilt/Sleep state 
Detector

Woke in the 
middle of the 
night (can’t fall 
asleep again)

The user is wide awake and again needs help to 
fall asleep/Illu will recreate the same environment 
for the user/When the user doesn’t need it, he/she 
can say” illu turn off” to turn off illu/When the user 
wants to make adjustments to the environment 
she/he talks to illu/illu makes changes to the 
environment

Bed/Pillow/Quilt/Illu/view creator/
sounds player/smell creator/Sleep 
state 
Detector



Interview Questions:
!
1. Intro:
 
Name, Age, Occupation, Sleep alone?
!
2. Questions: !

(1)Do you have any sleep issue?

(2)How long have you been suffered from these issues? !

(3)What’s your routine during the day?

!(4)Do you smoke/drink(alcohol, coffee, tea)/have sex? !

(5)What will you do when you can’t fall asleep?How did you feel? !

(6)Are you taking any medicine?

(7)Do you know how to sleep better? !

(8)How was you sleep last night?

(9)How does you bedroom look like? !

(10)What do you think affect you sleep?

Story Board 1 !



Story Board 3Story Board 2!



Story Board 5Story Board 4!



Story Board 7Story Board  6 !



Story Board 9Story Board 8!



Observation

DIGITAL DEVICES

WATER

LIGHTS

MISCELLANEOUS 
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